Nowhere else but Waldorf

Can you teach
independent
thinking?
We nurture it.
Visit Waldorf School at Moraine Farm, walk our
hallways, observe our classrooms, meet our
students, explore our beautiful campus and
you’ll want to stay awhile. Take some time to
get to know us. You’ll like what you see.

“We were so delighted with the model of
education...with the really important values
that were being cultivated so obviously and
so clearly, that there was no choice.”
- Lyle, Waldorf School at Moraine Farm Parent

Waldorf® Education is education untethered
from the distraction of standardized tests
and unplugged from the latest educational
fads. Waldorf educators aim to engage their
students, cultivate their innate curiosity, tap
into their individual gifts and uncover their
full potential. We help our students explore
their world, ask challenging questions and
find meaningful answers. In the process, they
develop a passion for learning and an instinct
for independent thinking that lasts a lifetime.
Watch what happens when your children are
encouraged to think for themselves, take risks,
try new things—with teachers and parents
partnering in the process, and the whole school
community providing unwavering support.

Can you teach imaginative thinking?
We inspire it.
People unfamiliar with Waldorf
Education sometimes have the
misperception that it is not academically
challenging. Perhaps that’s because
our students are so excited to come to
school every day. Those who don’t know
us yet wonder, how can an approach
to education that is so joyful also be
structured and exacting? Yet the real
misperception is that academic rigor

means placing increasingly stressful
demands on students. To us, rigor
means helping students think clearly,
imaginatively, flexibly—so they can
navigate challenges of tomorrow that we
can barely envision.
Our deep and varied curriculum includes
age-appropriate, rigorous academic
work, as well as rich artistic experiences

that combine to make learning an
adventure, not a chore. We provide a
classical education—science, math,
social studies, humanities and the
arts—integrated and taught in an active
and stimulating way. Students learn
through stories, direct inquiry and
experiences that feed their senses,
foster their creativity and lend a global
perspective to their thinking.

“Waldorf [gave me] the independence
to take the initiative in my own
learning...you understand that the
product you get really is based on how
much effort you put in. I would spend
hours and hours on my main lesson
books, for example, and no one was
forcing me to do it, I just really loved it.”
- Reina, Class of 2008

Can you teach
curiosity?
We grow it.
Our Moraine Farm campus offers acres of
fields, meadows, woodlands and wetlands to
explore. Across the grades, we incorporate the
diverse ecosystems of this natural classroom
into lessons and activities. We integrate nature
study and science investigation into main
lesson blocks and core subject areas.
Sustainable agriculture, biodiversity, weather
and climate, graphing and statistics…all are here
for us to discover together and experience in a
hands-on way.

“My ability to make friends and my ability to not
be nervous about interacting with my 300 new
classmates [in high school] was really surprising...
being confident of who I was and accepting of
others was a big gift that Waldorf gave me.”
- Bradley, Class of 2005

Through our Science in Nature program
we use the rich natural setting of Moraine
Farm to give our students the opportunity to
think like scientists–make observations, ask
questions, brainstorm, create hypotheses,
make predictions, experiment and reflect on
what is learned. For our younger students,
our kindergarten is outdoors for most of their
day, every day. The children enjoy meals and
circle time outdoors, a daily nature walk and
time tending our many gardens. From early
childhood through middle school, these
activities enhance learning, create a reverence
for nature and a sense of stewardship for our
environment, and build self-confidence in our
students.

Can you teach creativity?
We unleash it.
Creativity, communication, collaboration,
critical thinking and problem solving—
often collectively referred to as 21st
Century Skills—are capacities that
Waldorf Education has developed in
students for nearly a hundred years.
In a Waldorf school, each lesson is
crafted imaginatively to spark active
learning. An interdisciplinary approach
keeps the curriculum fresh and
challenging. Core academic subjects,

taught during in-depth “main lesson”
blocks, are interwoven with the creative
and practical arts. Beginning in the early
grades, students also have lessons in
German, Handwork, Music, Games &
Movement. All our students participate
in sports and theater, paint and sing, play
in our string ensemble, knit and sculpt,
garden and build. They explore who they
are and discover what inspires them.

“The education involved hands-on experience, doing, engaging all the senses....
We did so much and learned so much...art, traveling, languages, basketball,
music and drama. I did some things that people won’t ever learn to do in their
lives—spelunking, growing herbs, working on a farm, throwing a javelin,
juggling...we learned to do things that give your life color.”
- Adrienne, Class of 1999

Can you teach
lifelong learning?
We do.
Our educational approach is founded on the
time-tested insights into learning that are
applied by Waldorf schools around the world.
In fact, Waldorf Education is the fastest growing
global education movement. Much current
research in the education field supports what
Waldorf schools have been doing for almost
a century. Rich, developmentally appropriate
curriculum, taught in an active, hands-on
way, is the hallmark of Waldorf Education.
The successful results of our approach are
seen in our highly imaginative, self-motivated
students. Waldorf School at Moraine Farm
students graduate with a well-rounded classical
education, a genuine enthusiasm for learning,
intellectual maturity, confidence in their
abilities and a sense of community and
responsibility. They are well prepared for
the challenges ahead.

“When I entered high school I felt prepared
and confident...my strong academic record,
participation in National Honor Society and
passionate involvement in the education
community are a testament to the success of
my Waldorf Education in teaching me a
love of learning.”
- Madison, Class of 2011

701 Cabot Street,
Beverly, MA 01915
Admissions: 978.927.1936
waldorfmoraine.org

Waldorf School at Moraine Farm
serves students from pre-K
through grade eight, offering
a learning environment that is
a thoughtful and progressive
alternative. With a supportive
community of faculty, staff and
parents, we meet students
where they are developmentally,
intellectually and emotionally.
While what we teach is critical to
our goals, it’s how we teach that
makes the difference.
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